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ABSTRACT: For Husserl, the natural attitude — and hence any further explication of it — is put out of play, bracketed by the phenomenological epoché, which, of course, is not to deny its existence, but only to turn our theoretical gaze elsewhere. As Husserl remarks, "the single facts, the facticity of the natural world taken universally, disappear from our theoretical regard" (Id 60/68). The project of the young Heidegger, I will argue, is precisely a concern with facticity, taking up this forgotten project in phenomenology, and thus attempting an explication of the natural attitude, considered so "extraordinarily important" by Husserl. Heidegger thus effects something of a relocation of phenomenology, turning its analysis to a different site: pretheoretical experience. Further, Heidegger also seeks to honor the precognitive nature of this pretheoretical experience, or what he will call faktische Lebenserfahrung. As such, the young Heidegger is very concerned with Husserl's "theoretization" of factual life. To avoid the same in his 'new' phenomenology, Heidegger must develop a new conceptuality: the "formal indication" (formale Anzeige).

RÉSUMÉ: Selon Husserl, l'attitude naturelle — et toute explication de celle-ci — est mise hors d'usage, mise entre parenthèses par l'epoché, laquelle ne nie pas son existence, mais fait détourner notre regard théorique. Comme le remarque Husserl: «les faits singuliers, la facticité du monde naturel pris dans son universalité, disparaissent de notre regard théorique» (Id 60/68). Je soutiendrai que le projet du jeune Heidegger consiste précisément en une préoccupation de la facticité, reprenant ainsi un projet oublié de la phénoménologie, et tâchant ainsi d'expliquer l'attitude naturelle, si «extraordinairement importante» aux yeux de Husserl. Ainsi, Heidegger institue une sorte de redéfinition de la phénoménologie, fixant son analyse à un lieu différent: l'expérience préthéorique. De plus, Heidegger cherche à reconnaître la nature précognitive de cette expérience préthéorique, ou ce qu'il appellera faktische Lebenserfahrung. Ainsi, Heidegger est hautement préoccupé par la «théorisation» husserlienne de la vie factuelle. Pour éviter une telle chose dans sa «nouvelle» phénoménologie, Heidegger doit développer une conceptualisation nouvelle: l'indication formelle (formale Anzeige).
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The phenomenologies of Husserl and Heidegger are, we shall see, “worlds” apart. However, we will not appreciate the project of the young Heidegger without recognizing it as nevertheless indebted while at the same time radically critical of Husserl’s phenomenology — as still a “phenomenology” but in an entirely “new” sense. In the phenomenology of the young Heidegger, we see a radicalization of Husserl which is a Destruktion in its most positive sense, taking up and critically repeating Husserl’s project, but in a different manner (a conceptual/methodological issue), and upon a different field (a question of phenomenology’s topic or Sache). As such, we discern even a certain continuity: picking-up where Husserl left off, or perhaps saying what Husserl left unsaid. After all, Heidegger confesses, while “Luther and exemplary Aristotle” were companions in his search, and Kierkegaard was an “impulse,” it was Husserl who “opened my eyes” (GA 63 5). Appreciating this Husserlian horizon will open up a hermeneutic for reading Heidegger’s project, from the first Freiburg period up to Being and Time, as a phenomenology of the natural attitude; in other words, Heidegger sets out to explicate (auslegen) precisely what Husserl bracketed: “the natural attitude.” This, of course, is just the project left unattended in Ideen I; as Husserl remarks,

we do not set for ourselves now the task of continuing the pure description [of the natural attitude] and raising it to the status of a systematically comprehensive characterization, exhausting the breadths and depths of what can be found as data accepted in the natural attitude [...] Such a task can and must be fixed — as a scientific task; and it is an extraordinarily important one, even though barely seen up to now. It is not our task here. For us, who are striving toward the entrance-gate of phenomenology, everything needed along that line has already been done (Id 52/56).

The natural attitude — and hence any further explication of it — is put out of play, bracketed by the phenomenological epoché (Id §§31-32), which, of course, is not to deny its existence, but only to turn our theoretical gaze elsewhere; as Husserl continues, “the single facts, the facticity of the natural world taken universally, disappear from our theoretical regard” (Id 60/68).

The project of the young Heidegger, I would suggest, is precisely a concern with facticity, taking up this forgotten project in phenomenology, and thus attempting an explication of the natural attitude, considered so extraordinarily important” by Husserl. Thus Heidegger effects something of a relocation of phenomenology, turning its analysis to a different site: pretheoretical experience. Further, Heidegger also seeks to honor the precognitive nature of this pretheoretical experience, or what he will call faktische Lebenserfahrung. As he indicates even into Being and Time, the task of the Daseinanalytik “is not without difficulties. A need is contained in this task which has made philosophy uneasy for a long time, but philosophy fails again and again in fulfilling the task: the development of the idea of a ‘natural concept of the world’ [eines ‘natürlichen Weltbegriffes’]” (SZ 52/47-48). The result of this relocation and revisioning of phenomenology — a redirecting of its “theoretical regard” — is a careful correlational analysis of the natural attitude (especially in SZ liii-iv).

However, as Heidegger notes, this is precisely where we run into “difficulties” (SZ 51-52/47-48). Bracketing the natural attitude and dealing only with cognitive perception makes things easy — then we are only dealing with the “sphere of the same,” that is, with theoretical consciousness, putting that which is incommensurate out of play — viz., the irreducibility of pretheoretical, factual life. By focusing on theoretical consciousness, Husserl’s phenomenology traffics entirely within the realm of the conceptually commensurate; cognitive, perceptual, and theoretical consciousness lends itself easily to conceptual determination, whereas pretheoretical experience (facticity) does not fit the categories of conceptual, cognitive thought. Heidegger thus takes up a phenomenological analysis of the natural concept of the world, the world which is the “fund” of pretheoretical experience; but this is not to suggest that Heidegger is saying we should not break with the natural attitude in some way; in other words, there is still a reduction operative in Heidegger’s phenomenology. What Heidegger suggests is that the “Being” of the being of the natural attitude (Dasein) needs to be questioned, calling into question Husserl’s theoretization of the pretheoretical sphere. Husserl, on Heidegger’s account, effects a “cognitivization” of pretheoretical experience which reduces factual life to that of theoretical consciousness, resulting in a leveling of the dynamics of facticity to mere cognitive perception — a subject “knowing” an object. The challenge of phenomenology — that which challenges the very project of phenomenological description — is the world of pretheoretical experience which is other-wise than theoretical and hence cannot be reduced to theoretical conceptuality. It is in this turn to the natural attitude or pretheoretical life (in the sense of Lebenserfahrung) that we hit upon the problem of incomensurability, viz., the incomensurability of cognitive, theoretical thought and pretheoretical experience. When phenomenology, as a mode of theoretical description, attempts to sketch or describe pretheoretical factual life, phenomenology runs up against a wholly otherwise, a way of being which cannot be captured by theoretical...
description or traditional concepts. Sebastian Luft suggests that Husserl himself was not attentive enough to the incommensurability of life in the natural attitude and its theoretical description, even though the thesis concerning the natural attitude is one of the “great themes of Husserl’s phenomenology” whose “dominance can be seen by the fact that it ultimately acquires a late recognition and restoration in the Crisis.” For “[i]f the natural attitude is, as the name suggests, a title for our everyday life, then speaking about it means we have, in one way or the other, already superseded its boundaries on a methodic level. [...] A description of the natural attitude will therefore nolens volens stand outside it, occupy or speak in a different attitude.” As Heidegger suggests, what we grope for here is a “grammar” (SZ 39/34) a way of “putting-into-words” the richness of experience which exceeds and transcends theoretical consciousness. There is a radical incommensurability between pretheoretical life — the life lived in the natural attitude — and the “concepts” of phenomenological description, an incommensurability which threatens the very task of a phenomenology of the natural attitude.

This relocation of phenomenology, then, is precisely the challenge of phenomenology: how will it be possible to give a theoretical description of pretheoretical experience, without thereby reducing the texture of lived experience to the stilled life of conceptual thought? Could there even be a phenomenology of the natural attitude? Here we see why Heidegger’s early project demanded such sustained methodological considerations: the very task of his phenomenology depended on finding a way to “put into words” the texture of everyday life. Thus, the challenge becomes one of “concept-formation” [Begriffsbildung] (SZ 39/34 and GA 59): Heidegger’s new phenomenology, with its different site, requires a fundamentally different conceptuality, a kind of “concept” (and an employment of concepts) which attempts to do justice to the otherness of pretheoretical experience, honoring the incommensurability of conceptual thought and lived experience. This method — or “way-of-putting-into-words” — will come to be described as formale Anzeige, the formal indication, which is a way of pointing to factual experience, giving a sketch of its world, without claiming to seize it in a rigid concept. The formal indication is a new concept, a new use of concepts which announces, signals, and points to that which exceeds and is other-than-conceptual thought, where the gaze of Husserl’s transcendental phenomenology can no longer “see”; indeed, the formal indication, we might suggest, operates “in the blind.”

The task of this paper is to provide a sketch of the young Heidegger’s project as an explication of the natural concept of the world, or the facticity of Dasein. In order to do so, it will be necessary to explore the background or horizon in Husserl’s discussion of the world of the “natural attitude” (Ideen I), the “natural concept of the world” (Phenomenological Psychology), and the relation between the two (in Zur Phänomenologie der Intersubjektivität, Erster Teil). This will then set the stage for considering Heidegger’s critique of the earlier Husserl and the need for a relocation of phenomenology to a different site and the corresponding demand for a new conceptuality, the formal indication.

I. Horizons: Husserl’s Phenomenological Worlds

a. The World of the Natural Attitude in Ideen I

With regard to Husserl’s understanding of the world of the natural attitude, the immediate horizon of Heidegger’s project from 1919-27 is limited to the First Book of Husserl’s Ideas, published in 1913, as well as his 1911 Logos essay, “Philosophie als strenge Wissenschaft.” The most systematic development of the theme is found in the first chapter of Part Two of Ideas I, “The Positing Which Belongs to the Natural Attitude and its Exclusion” (Id §§27-32). In order to provide the horizon for Heidegger’s critique, in this section I will sketch the main lines of Husserl’s exposition.

a. Echoing Kant, Husserl begins by emphasizing that “Natural cognition begins with experience and remains within experience” (Id 7/5). What exactly “natural cognition” is, however, seems to be disregarded immediately, in order to consider “the theoretical attitude which we call the ‘natural’ <theoretical attitude>” (Id 7/5). This shift, in the first lines of the text, becomes decisive: the natural attitude to be considered is the natural attitude in what we might describe as its theoretical, or at least cognitive mode. In other words, I would suggest that it is important to recognize a duality of the natural attitude, even in Ideas I, which distinguishes between (1) “natural cognition” in the most originary, concrete sense of the natural attitude, and then (2) “sciences of the natural attitude,” which are a theoretical mode of the natural attitude and operate on the basis of a certain naïveté insofar as they are not attentive to constitution. When Husserl turns to a more systematic consideration of the natural attitude in the next chapter, this first, originary level of the natural attitude has dropped from the scene, such that the exposition is more properly concerned with the world of the natural theoretical attitude (both, however, operate on the basis of a naïveté regarding constitution). But even “natural cognition,” which is not theoretical, is still, for Husserl, natural cognition; in other words, for Husserl, the being of everyday life is a subject who cognitively grasps objects.
The way to phenomenology begins in the natural attitude, in which "I am conscious of a world endlessly spread out in space, endlessly becoming and having endlessly become in time. I am conscious of it: that signifies, above all, that intuitively I find it immediately, that I experience it" (Id 48/51). I accept the world simply as it presents itself, as a world of things and animate beings, "human beings, let us say," which are "there" for me in the immediacy of experience.

In my waking consciousness I find myself in this manner at all times, and without ever being able to alter the fact, in relation to the world which remains one and the same, though changing with respect to the composition of its contents. It is continually "on hand" for me and I myself am a member of it. Moreover, this world is there for me not only as a world of mere things, but also with the same immediacy as a world of objects with values, a world of goods, a practical world (Id 50/53).

These things are given, however, against the background of a "horizon" which makes their presentation possible and in which things become illuminated (Id 49/52). The horizon and objects which appear within it constitute my "surrounding world" or environment (Id 50-51/53-55).

While emphasizing that the natural attitude is "a 'knowing of [the world]' which involves no conceptual thinking" (Id 49/52) — indeed a "givenness...prior to any 'theory'" (Id 52/56), nevertheless in the natural theoretical attitude, according to Husserl, the world presents itself primarily as a thing to be perceived.13 In other words, from the beginning we see a privileging of a cognitive construal of the natural attitude, such that the way in which I am in the world is primarily as a "conscious" subject (Id 48/51) — "embraced by the one Cartesian expression, cogito" (Id 50/54). And while the "world" of the natural attitude is "the natural world"14 — the "world of 'real actuality'" (Id 51/54) — it nevertheless is construed as a world of objects.15 In Husserl's sketch of the natural attitude, which he leaves at this point, I 'live' as a conscious subject encountering objects to be perceived. Any further analysis of this attitude, though "extraordinarily important," is not the task of Husserl's phenomenology (Id 52/56).

β. In fact, the "meditations" (Id 48/51) on the natural attitude are undertaken only to indicate the attitude which will be "excluded" or "bracketed" by the phenomenological epoché (Id §§31-32). "Instead of remaining in this attitude," Husserl remarks, "we propose to alter it radically" (Id 53/57). The positing of the natural attitude, whereby the world is "accepted" as it presents itself, is "put out of play," not in the sense of a denial or negation, but in the sense that "we make 'no use' of it" (Id 54-55/59). The purpose of this bracketing or phenomenological epoché is "to discover a new scientific domain" (Id 56/60); that is, this epoché discloses a field which will now become the site for phenomenological analysis. As such, Husserl's phenomenology brackets "the whole natural world which is continually 'there for us,' 'on hand,' and which will always remain there according to consciousness as an 'actuality' even if we choose to parenthesize it" (Id 56/61). The epoché, Husserl always emphasizes, does not skeptically question the existence of the natural world (Id 56/61); rather, it simply means that the world of the natural attitude will "disappear from our theoretical regard" (Id 60/68; cf. 52/56).

Where, then, is the "theoretical regard" of phenomenology directed? To this new domain or "Object-province", the field of the ego as "pure consciousness" which, as intentional, also includes its "pure 'correlates of consciousness'" (Id 58/64). So then, rather than directing our gaze (cp. French regard16) toward the world of ordinary, worldly experience, "we shall...keep our regard fixed upon the sphere of consciousness" (Id 58-59/65) which now becomes "the field of a science of a novel kind: phenomenology" (Id 59/66). The task of phenomenology is an analysis of the phenomenological ego, comprised of noema and noeses which are, properly speaking, irreal and therefore do not exceed or transcend theoretical (i.e., phenomenological) description; rather, they are wholly commensurate with it. By effecting the phenomenological epoché, Husserl makes things easy, reduces the field to a sphere of sameness without being challenged by the transcendence of the world of the natural attitude and thereby bracketing that which exceeds experience. In other words, as Lévinas and Marion have argued, it would seem that what appears (the phenomenon) is always already playing the game by the rule of the cognitive, constituting ego.17

b. The Natural Concept of the World in Phenomenological Psychology (1925)

It is important to recall here that our consideration of Husserl's exposition of the natural attitude has been undertaken in order to sketch the horizon for Heidegger's project as a phenomenology of the natural attitude. One of the indications for this is found in Being and Time (noted above) where Heidegger suggests that the task of the analysis of Dasein is "the working out of the idea of a 'natural concept of the world [eines 'naturlichen Weltbegriffes']" (SZ 52). However, the natürlichen Weltbegriff is not discussed in the early section of Ideas I, whose focus is rather the natürlichen Einstellung, the natural attitude.18 Why, then, would we suggest that the task

Heidegger has set for himself would be linked to Husserl's discussion of the natural attitude.

As we will consider momentarily, Husserl discusses the "natural concept of the world" most thematically in his 1925 lectures Phenomenological Psychology (§§10-11). However, the link between the "natural attitude" and the "natural concept of the world" is established much earlier, in 1910/11 lectures on the "Basic Problems of Phenomenology," the first chapter of which is devoted to "Die natürliche Einstellung und der 'natürliche Weltbegriff'." There he indicates their relation, calling for "philosophical interest in the higher dignity of a complete and general description of the so-called natural concept of the world, that of the natural attitude." The natural concept of the world is the concept included in the natural attitude which is "the pervasive attitude which pertains distinctively to the natural concept of the world." Thus the "natural concept of the world" is the way in which the world is understood or constituted in the natural attitude.

α. In the lectures on Phenomenological Psychology, Husserl returns to this prescientific experiential world in order to trace the origins of scientific concepts such as "nature" and "mind" — concepts which do not exist beforehand but "are formed only within a theoretical interest" (Ps 55/40). In this way, the world of pretheoretical experience is taken to be the "origin" and "substratum" of theoretical articulation; we are returning from scientific concepts such as "nature" and "mind" back to "the world which precedes all sciences and their theoretical intentions, as a world of pre-scientific intuition, indeed as a world of actual living which includes world-experiencing and world-theorizing life" (Ps 56/41). "It is taken for granted," then, "that we are remaining in the natural attitude" (Ps 56/41) where we accept the world as it gives itself, as existing actuality.

Husserl recognizes that there is a sense in which "our opinions which stem from our theoretical or practical activities clothe our experience over, or clothe its sense with new layers of sense" such that what passes for simple experience of the world, upon closer inspection shows itself to be sedimented with "previous mental activities;" thus, "it is questionable whether an actually pre-theoretical world can ever be found in pure experience," free from sense-sediments of previous thinking" (Ps 56/41). However, even most of these sediments, Husserl argues, can be traced to actual, originary experience. Having noted this sedimentation, then, we may still retain a fundamental distinction between pretheoretical and theoretical experience; that is, the contrast between "[1] what gives itself to us in each case as immediately perceived, as passively experienced, as existing bodily, which we grasp by merely looking at it itself, and [2] as its opposite, the thinking which we exercise upon it and the thoughts which are formed concerning these things, thoughts which may very well cling to them afterwards and present themselves in subsequent experience as belonging to the experienced thing itself" (Ps 57/42). The world of originary experience ([1]) is always there for us and, despite changes in itself and our apprehensions, is always "one and the same world." It is the "raw material" for later reflection, the origin of all sciences of the world, "the final substrata of all thought and of all other ideal formations which grow out of mental activity" (Ps 58/43). Any assertions or predicative determinations concerning this world or objects drawn from it are "theoretical formations, existing in the realm of the irreal," though they concern this pretheoretical world. Here, we seem very close to just what the young Heidegger was pursuing.

β. The radicality of this return to the world of pretheoretical experience seems to be curbed or dulled in two ways, however. First, when Husserl turns to a closer consideration of the experiential (i.e., pretheoretical) world, it becomes a question of perception: "In perception, the perceived gives itself as quite immediate and as itself presently existing;" in lived experience things appear "without any contribution from us" (Ps 58/43). This originary experience, then, is characterized by a fundamental passivity, though there is a sense in which (passive) perception can be more attentive, implying a certain kind of "activity." In this mode of "actively accomplishing perception," "we direct our attention to such and such objects of our perceptual field, grasp them and progressively take cognizance of them." However, this is to be distinguished from "all naming, predicating, theorizing activity, as well as any other activity which would burden the experiential object with any novel sense" — or perceived ego would contribute something (Ps 59/43). But while Husserl distinguishes pretheoretical and theoretical experience, emphasizing the integrity of the experiential world, he nevertheless always tends to reduce this experience to one of perception, which still seems to betray a privileging of theoretical consciousness.

The second way in which the radicality of the turn to pretheoretical experience is deflected is in Husserl's search for essences; that is, the so-called return to pretheoretical experience is only a means to disclosing the apriori structures of the experiential world by means of "intuitive universalization" (or imaginative variation). If the sciences find their origin in the experiential world, then their distinctions must be grounded by tracing them back to this world (Ps 64/47); that is, "every particular scientific province must lead us back to a province in the original experiential world." If this world has a certain universal apriori structure and forms (e.g., space, time), "then an all-inclusive science which refers to this all-inclusive world structure...would have to grow up" (Ps 64/48). Thus, "we must ask what can be asserted of the world quite universally in its total consideration, purely as
a world of simple experience, whenever and wherever we consider experience as experience of a world;" that is, what are the formal structures of the experiential world? To achieve this description, we must refer back to intuition, which requires an immersion in experience of this world; look at it intently; and then determine what carries the weight of universality within our experience. This will require bringing “empty horizons to intuition” either by means of further experience or imaginative variation. We then “lift out just that universal feature which... will presumably remain for every arbitrary transformation of experience into possible experiences.” This process will yield universal properties which are common to all inner-worldly realities without exception (Ps 66-68/49-50). For instance, no matter what variations we imagine, if it is to be a “world,” it must be structured by space, time, the law of causality, etc.; for example, the world can never be non-spatial. It is just the task of a science of the natural concept of the world to disclose these essential, a priori structures.

Far from being a consideration of the particular or singular events of pretheoretical experience, Husserl’s phenomenology quickly makes its way back to the comfortable a priori world of the Eidos, seeking, in fact, to put out of play the facticity which characterizes pretheoretical life. This, then, is just what Husserl means by a “natural concept of the world”: “the invariant essence of the already given world of very possible experienceable world” (Ps 70/52). Thus the natural concept of the world is an essential world, the essential structures of the experiential world disclosed by ideation.28

II. Critique: Heidegger’s Factual World

a. Relocating Phenomenology: Explicating the Natural Attitude

a. While being ultimately ontological in its aims, on its way to this end — and as part of its very method of explication29 — Heidegger’s Sein und Zeit seeks to raise the question of being by unpacking Dasein’s preunderstanding of being which it always already possesses. In other words, the very question of being proceeds from a prior, “average, everyday understanding of being” as its presupposition; thus, rather than seeking to eliminate all presuppositions as Husserl, Heidegger’s task is an explication of those presuppositions in order to raise the question of being (SZ § 2). Heidegger understands this to be an “elucidation” (SZ 6/4) of an “understanding” (Verstündnis) which is more primordial or elemental than “knowing”: “We do not know [wissen] what ‘being’ means. But already when we ask, ‘What is being?’ we stand in an understanding [Verstündnis] of the ‘is’ without being able to determine conceptually what the ‘is’ means” (SZ 5/4). This understanding, then, is more primordial than theoretical or cognitive knowing;

it is a kind of “knowing” which “cannot be fixed conceptually” (ohne daß wir begrifflich fixieren könnten) precisely because it is prethetic, which is precisely why its phenomenological elucidation (Auslegung) is so difficult. This difficulty — the difficulty of philosophy, raising the question of the very possibility of philosophy — this difficult, I am arguing, is traced to the incommensurability of conceptual determination (begrifflich fixieren) with pretheoretical “life.”

And is not this difficult task precisely that described later as “the development of the idea of a ‘natural concept of the world’” (SZ 52/48)? It seems to be the case; thus we find Heidegger’s project in Sein und Zeit to be an elucidation of that which Husserl put out of play — the being of the Being of Dasein as a being-in-the-world, prior to any theoretical articulation of subject and object. The “one basic issue” which distinguishes Husserl and Heidegger, István Fehér remarks, is “the delimitation of the specific field of research of phenomenological philosophy itself, in other words, the self-concretization of phenomenological philosophy out of its initial principle or maxim. The basic issue is whether and how phenomenology gets access to and comes to delimit its own field of research, [and] whether the procedure thereby employed is phenomenologically coherent or not.”30 At stake, then, is the very “field” of phenomenology and a “method” which correlates with that field. As Heidegger learned from Aristotle, the method must fit the topic.31

This core project of the Daseinanalytik is the result of a trajectory established much earlier in Heidegger’s work, dating back to key breakthroughs in his first tenure at Freiburg from 1919 to 1923. Indeed, the rigorous methodological reflections which were the focus of the young Heidegger are largely submerged in the “final draft” (Kisiel) of Sein und Zeit.32 Thus, we can better appreciate Heidegger’s critique and revisioning of phenomenology in the earlier lecture courses and extant publications in which he effects a relocation of phenomenology. Here he grapples with the question of how it will be possible to conceptually describe “factual life experience” (faktische Lebenserfahrung), a mode of being-in-the-world which is radically incommensurate with theoretical description. Heidegger’s answer to the question is found in the methodological strategy of “formal indication” (formale Anzeige), first sketched in his “breakthrough”33 semester of 1919 in which he develops his own unique answer to the question, “What is philosophy?”

In the 1919 course on “The Idea of Philosophy and the Problem of Worldviews” (GA 56), Heidegger engages the neo-Kantianism of his day (and his former teachers) via an inquiry into the nature of philosophy as science, seeking to answer Husserl’s call to philosophy as “strict science” in a more radical sense.34 While both neo-Kantianism and phenomenology seek to disclose the nature of philosophy as science, even as originary science
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The problem with Husserl's phenomenology, as Heidegger (rightly) sees at the heart of philosophy, for it is a question about the possibility of it, ~I~e ~IIe ~IIe apprehen~IIe I~dcd

Indeed, this raises the question of philosophy itself: can factual, pretheoretical life be apprehended by the theoretical attitude? Can we have a "concept" of "life"? Would this not be imposing something foreign upon facticity, requiring it to speak in terms other than its own? This is why the question of "philosophical concept formation" is not an ancillary question, but an issue at the heart of philosophy, for it is a question about the possibility of philosophy itself (GA 59 §1).

The problem with Husserl's phenomenology, as Heidegger (rightly) sees it, is that Husserl "objectifies" and "theoretizes" pretheoretical experience, reducing factual experience to a form of perception, and failing to appreciate both the primacy and uniqueness of a pre-perceptual being-in-the-world (GA 56/57 13-17). Heidegger seeks to demonstrate that they diverge inasmuch as they have radically different starting points (Ausgangspunkte). Heidegger effects a fundamental difference between philosophy and the other sciences by defining it as a pre-theoretical originary science — Urwissenschaft als vor-theoretische Wissenschaft (GA 56/57 95). And that, he argues, is phenomenology. So what are we to make of this proposal for a "pre-theoretical originary science?" Is this a science which is itself pretheoretical? Or is it a science of the pretheoretical? The genitive, we will discover, is somewhat ambiguous.

The question is opened by a displacement of the phenomenological gaze from theoretical consciousness (Husserl's focus) to what Heidegger variously describes as Leben (in his more Diltheyen moments), Faktizität, and most fully, faktische Lebenserfahrung. In factual experience, we do not find the encounter between a subject and an object — which is a derivative experience found in theoretical consciousness. Rather, factual experience is characterized by a certain immediacy such that the subject is not yet rigidly distinguished from the object, but rather finds itself imbedded in its world, its environment (GA 56 73-75). "I" am imbedded in "life," and any distillation of "I" or the "world" as distinct components is always already a derivative mode of being-in-the-world. Now, it is certainly possible for pretheoretical life itself to become impacted and shaped by theoretical consciousness, such that theoretical constructs become "sedimented" in everyday experience (as Husserl later recognized in the Krisis). Thus, one of the tasks of Heidegger's new phenomenology will be a Destruktion which (as much as is possible) takes us back to a non-theorized experience — back, that is, to "the things themselves." What he is trying to do is restore the autonomy and primacy of pretheoretical, factual life in relation to theoretical, cognitive consciousness. It is a matter of liberating facticity from the strictures of a cognitivization and exploring it as it is, on its own terms.

But here we are confronted with the methodological problem: how will it be possible to philosophically (i.e., theoretically) consider pretheoretical, factual experience "on its own terms" with the tools of conceptual description? In other words, is a philosophy of factual life at all possible? Indeed this raises the question of philosophy itself: can factual, pretheoretical life be apprehended by the theoretical attitude? Can we have a "concept" of "life"? Would this not be imposing something foreign upon facticity, requiring it to speak in terms other than its own? This is why the question of "philosophical concept formation" is not an ancillary question, but an issue at the heart of philosophy, for it is a question about the possibility of philosophy itself (GA 59 §1).

The problem with Husserl’s phenomenology, as Heidegger (rightly) sees it, is that Husserl “objectifies” and “theoretizes” pretheoretical experience,
Or as he describes in the context of the Jaspers review, the phenomenon can be subsumed under philosophy’s “technique.”

When objects are approached by way of a specifically oriented mode of apprehension, and when this mode of apprehension is, whether explicitly or not, understood and used as a technique, i.e., basically as a means of defining these objects that is not, however, restricted to them, it might turn out that these objects become lost for good by being forced to conform to a particular type of apprehension that is alien to them (JPW 8-9).

This then constitutes the heart of his critique of Jaspers, who objectifies “life” and treats it as “a thing-like object” (JPW 9) based on submerged preconceptions and the technique employed. Behind Jaspers method is an assumption that “life” is something which can be grasped in its totality; as a result, “[e]very attempt to understand life is forced to turn the surge and flux of the aforementioned process into a static concept and thereby destroy the essence of life, i.e., the restlessness and movement […] that characterize life’s actualization of its ownmost qualities” (JPW 16). In particular, Jaspers’s “technique” imposes an assumption upon factic life which is in fact foreign to it, viz., that the subject-object split is primordial (JPW 17-19) — which for Heidegger is a perfect example of the way in which philosophy imposes theoretical constructions upon factical lived experience, conceptualizing that which is pre-conceptual.

But if the tools of philosophy are concepts, and concepts violate the otherness of factical lived experience, would that not mean that a philosophy of factical life is impossible? The problem can even take on syllogistic form:

\[ P_1: \text{Philosophy employs concepts to describe and define its topic.} \\
\] \[ P_2: \text{Concepts violate the nontheoretical character of factical life.} \]

\[ C: \text{Therefore, there cannot be a philosophy of factical life.} \]

Heidegger, however, challenges the argument and takes on the problem by questioning whether we must employ “concepts” in a philosophy of factical life. Or rather, must we employ traditional, objectifying concepts which reduce factical life to a leveled cognition, or could there be a “new” concept, a different kind of non-objectifying concept which could be employed? Since philosophy must remain in some sense reflective (requiring a reduction), Heidegger does not as much challenge \( P_1 \) as he does \( P_2 \); that concepts are inherently objectifying. At stake in the answer to this question is, on his account, the very possibility of philosophy. And as he goes on to show, this is primarily a problem of language — a matter of finding a non-objectifying language and conceptuality.

\[ \text{b. A Logic of the Heart and a Critique of the Primacy of Theoretical Consciousness} \]

And so we hit upon the heart of Heidegger’s critique of Husserl: like the dominant tradition in philosophy, phenomenology remains implicated in a privileging of theoretical consciousness which construes human being-in-the-world in terms of cognitive models, such that “everyday” experience is painted with a theoretical brush, denying the richness thereof. In Husserl’s phenomenology, Heidegger contends, the self’s being-in-the-world is always already taken to be a modality of (cognitive) knowledge (Wissen, Erkenntnis), especially perception, as considered above in Ideas I and Phenomenological Psychology. “The phenomenon of being-in has for the most part been represented exclusively by a single exemplar — knowing the world (Welterkennen)” (SZ 59/55). As a result of this primacy of theoretical consciousness, “knowing has been given this priority,” reducing factical being-in-the-world to mere cognition — and thereby reducing the self to a “subject” and the world to an “object.” Heidegger’s project, in contrast, is to explicate a more originary way of being-in-the-world, to elucidate an understanding which is precognitive, pretheoretical, and prethetic. This he describes as “understanding” (Verstehen) — which in fact founds “knowing” or cognition; in other words, Husserl provided a phenomenological analysis of a derivative way of being-in-the-world, viz., perception, which is itself grounded in understanding (Verstehen, SZ §31), as “being-in-the-world” (SZ 61/57). “Knowing,” he concludes, “is a mode of Da-sein which is founded in being-in-the-world. Thus, being-in-the-world, as a fundamental constitution, requires a prior interpretation” (SZ 62/58).

It is here that we hit upon one of the Augustinian motifs in the work of the young Heidegger, noted as such in the lecture course of summer semester 1925 (GA 20). Engaged in an exposition of Husserl’s account of intentionality, Heidegger criticizes his mentor for construing the intentional relation as primarily cognitive and thus understanding Dasein’s relation to its world primarily as one of knowing (GA 20 160). But this privileging of the cognitive is nothing new: “The priority which has always been granted to cognitive comportment from ancient times is at the same time associated with the peculiar tendency to define the being of the world in which Dasein is primarily in terms of how it shows itself for a cognitive comportment” (GA 20 163). In this way, the relation between Dasein and its world is reduced to the relation between a subject and an object — “a relation between two entities which are on hand [vorhanden]” (GA 20 160). But this, according to
Heidegger, is to construe as primordial that which is in fact derivative. It is not the case that in "knowing" Dasein first establishes a relation to the world, nor is such a relation "first 'produced' by a cognitive performance" (GA 20 162). Rather, "knowing" in the cognitive sense is possible only because Dasein is always already involved with a world, related to it more primordially. Instead of founding, cognitive knowing is founded in a non-cognitive, pre-theoretical mode of being in the world. As such, "[k]nowing is nothing but a mode of being-in-the-world; specifically, it is not even a primary but a founded way of being-in-the-world, a way which is always possible only on the basis of a non-cognitive comportment" (GA 20 164). This non-cognitive relation to the world, labeled Verstehen in SZ, is the condition of possibility for (cognitive) "knowing" (erkennen). What Husserl's phenomenology provides, he suggests, is a close analysis of cognitive perception which, as far as it goes, Heidegger does not question. But what Husserl failed to appreciate was the being of Dasein — that Dasein's being-in-the-world is primarily a matter of the heart.

This is why Heidegger suggests that his own disclosure of the primordiality of Dasein's non-cognitive relation to the world is also not really anything new: it is simply "the ontological fundament for what Augustine and above all Pascal already noted" (GA 20 165) — a "logic of the heart" (PIA 369). Attentive to a more primordial mode of being-in-the-world, "[t]hey called that which actually knows not knowing but love and hate" (GA 20 165). In other words, for Augustine, intentionality is not primarily cognitive, but rather erotic, or at least affective. The "world" is constituted not by cognitive perception, but as that which is "loved" — either rightly (caritas) or wrongly (cupiditas), for we must not forget that there is a "right order of love." (DC 1.27.28). Invoking an Augustine of existential lineage, in SZ Heidegger includes Scheler along with Augustine and Pascal in his development of the analysis of Befindlichkeit, which involves a disclosure more primordial than knowing. Indeed, "the possibilities of disclosure belonging to cognition fall short of the primordial disclosure of moods" (SZ 134/127) since "mood as a primordial kind of being of Dasein [is that] in which it is disclosed to itself before all cognition and willing and beyond their scope of disclosure" (SZ 136/128).

Heidegger's account is, by his own confession, a repetition of an Augustinian theme, one also taken up in Pascal. Dasein's heart, Pascal would tell us, has reasons of which reason knows nothing. Following the lead of Janssenius, author of (the heretical) Augustinus, Pascal points to an irreducible (even paradoxical) heart-knowledge which cannot be reduced to the registers of reason since it is a kind of "knowing" which is felt rather than deduced. "We know the truth not only by means of reason," he argues, "but also by means of the heart. It is through the heart that we know the first principles, and reason which has no part in this knowledge vainly tries to contest them." And in the same way that Heidegger argues that Verstehen founds Erkenntnis, so Pascal argues that those "first principles" which we know by heart are the condition of possibility for that which we know by reason, for "it is on this knowledge by means of the heart and instinct that reason has to rely, and must base all its argument." As a result, reason is characterized by a certain "powerlessness" which "ought to be used only to humble reason."

The same Augustinian insight is repeated, as Heidegger suggests, in Scheler, particularly the seminal essay "Ordo Amoris." There, Scheler locates the "being" of the self in the heart — the ordo amoris ("order of love") which indicates the values-complex of the individual. And it is in this logic of the heart that the self is unveiled, for "[w]hoever has the ordo amoris of a man has the man himself. [...] He sees before him the constantly simple and basic lines of his heart running beneath all his empirical many-sidedness and complexity. And heart deserves to be called the core of man as a spiritual being much more than knowing and willing do." This "value structure" — the ordo amoris — constitutes the preunderstanding of the self which shapes its "environment" and so constitutes its world in a most primordial sense. And so before "knowing" the world, Dasein has already affectively constituted the world as an object of love (or hate): "The goods along the route of a man's life, the practical things, the resistances to willing and acting against which he sets his will, are from the very first always inspected and 'sighted,' as it were, by the particular selective mechanism of his ordo amoris." This is what Heidegger will later describe as Dasein's preunderstanding and the prior (affective) interpretation of the world.

What makes Heidegger's task so difficult is that by committing himself to an elucidation of the pre-theoretical, non-cognitive mode of being-in-the-world of Dasein, his phenomenology is really attempting to disclose a paradoxical logic of the heart — to theoretically describe how Dasein pretheoretically discloses its world (GA 20 162). It is this "prior interpretation" (SZ 62/58) of being-in-the-world which Heidegger takes up in SZ I.3, providing what we might describe as a correlational analysis of the natural attitude — a being in the world which is more primordial than cognitive perception. Here, "the nearest kind of association [Umgang] is not mere perceptual cognition [contra Husserl], but rather, a handling, a using, a taking care of things which has its own kind of 'knowledge'" (SZ 67/63). The intentionality of perception, privileged in Husserl's phenomenology, is founded in care (Besorgen), a more originary mean-ing of the world whereby the world is not constituted as a collection of objects to be perceived, but as things (pragmata) to be used within an environment (SZ 68/64). Indeed, for a thing to be perceived as an "object," there must be a certain breakdown within one's environment; that is, what phenomenology has taken as the exemplary relation to the world is in
a certain sense abnormal: "When we just look at things 'theoretically,' we lack an understanding of handiness" (SZ 69/65).

This question of the theoretical attitude is significant, I think, since what is at stake here is the possibility of philosophy — which is theoretical in a certain sense; that is, philosophical descriptions must be somewhat reflective. But there is also a sense in which I would say that the theoretical attitude is in a way unnatural, a modification of and abstraction from everyday naive experience. Or as Kovacs puts it, "the theoretical attitude is not the rule but the exception in living." Thus, when Heidegger traces the genealogy of the theoretical attitude, we find that "science" or theory is a derivative mode of being-in-the-world (SZ 357/327): "circumspect taking care of things at hand changes over into the investigation of things objectively present found in the world." The "change-over" from the natural to the theoretical attitude is not a move from praxis to theory (since science itself is a praxis), but rather a changing of the horizon upon which one projects beings, such that the tool in circumspection is now thematized as an "object" with properties to be analyzed (SZ 361-363/330-332). A change of attitude is effected by transforming the "understanding of being" which functions as the horizon against which things appear; thus, the object "shows itself differently" when that horizon is modified. The world is opened or "released" in a new way. However, this is only possible as a transformation of a previous understanding of being, a modification of being-in-the-world (SZ 364/332-333).

It is important for us to appreciate here the derivative character of the theoretical attitude — which, Heidegger contends, is precisely that which Husserl, for the most part, was concerned. More generally, by privileging cognitive perception as primordial, we might suggest that Husserl effected a certain theoreticization of the intentional relation. While a phenomenological analysis of theoretical consciousness and cognitive perception is certainly possible (as in Husserl), it fails to sketch the being of "life" in its fullness, insofar as the "reduction" reduces the field to only perceptual consciousness. In this way, phenomenological description is concerned only with the "same," with a field which is completely commensurate with theoretical description. Husserl's bracketing of the natural attitude effects what the young Lévinas (following the early Heidegger) described as a "neutralization" of life:

But by virtue of the primacy of theory, Husserl does not wonder how this "neutralization" of our life, which nevertheless is still an act of our life, has its foundation in life. [...] Consequently, despite the revolutionary character of the phenomenological reduction, the revolution which it accomplishes is, in Husserl's philosophy, possible only to the extent that the natural attitude is [construed as] theoretical.

Phenomenology, so long as it is concerned only with a theoreticized experience, a cognitive consciousness, is not challenged by anything other than itself, by anything different. It is only when phenomenology seeks to elucidate the excessiveness and irreducibility of pretheoretical "life" that it is confronted by the problem of the incommensurability between pretheoretical experience and theoretical description. Since that is precisely the project taken up the young Heidegger, we must consider how such a phenomenology will be possible. For have we not run up against the limits of phenomenology, even philosophy? Could there be a philosophical description of precognitive experience? What could be said?
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